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Introduction 
Whatever its intrinsic merits, the importance and influence of the Russian Synodal Bible of 1876 is obvious 
to all who work in Biblical Studies or Bible translation in Russia and in a large number of countries to the 
west and south that have experienced a pervasive Russian cultural influence and that became constituent 
parts of the USSR. In a significant number of translation projects into the many minority languages of the 
former USSR, the Synodal Bible is employed as a primary source for interpretation of the original Hebrew, 
Aramaic, and Greek texts. This use of the Synodal Bible, often by Bible translators with limited knowledge 
of the original biblical languages, 2 has led to its becoming "a mediator between ancient texts and modem 
translations".' 

In my experience of working with the Synodal Bible in projects that employ it as a kind of 
substitute 'base text' there are two broad sets of issues that arise with some regularity. The first, which I do 
not propose to address here, concerns the accuracy of the Synodal's translation of MT. The second relates 
to the Synodal 's representation of Septuaginta! pluses, which are incorporated in Orthodox editions of the 
Synodal in square brackets. Here, my aim is to move from the statements I have seen that are sometimes 
superficial or misleading, to the presentation of firm evidence and, ultimately, to conclusions that can 
withstand scholarly scrutiny and be of guidance to those who for whatever reason have to engage with the 
Synodal Bible's relationship to the Septuagint. The material discussed is drawn from 1 Kings (Third 
Kingdoms in the Synodal). 

Before proceeding, we should make clear in advance one conclusion of our modest study, 
although it simply supports something that is already relatively well-known. Beneath the first column of 
Genesis in the Synodal Bible there is a note stating that "Words placed in brackets are taken from the Greek 
translation of the 70 interpreters (3rd cent. B.C.)". However, it appears most unlikely that the Synodal 

1 An early and much less detailed form of this paper was presented at a meeting of United Bible Societies 
Europe-Middle East Area translation consultants and invited members of national Bible Societies, Crawley (United 
Kingdom), 8 January 2007. In its present extended form, the paper was read at the IOSOT XIX meeting in Ljubljana 
(Slovenia), 17 July 2007. 

2 Often the mother-tongue translators of a minority language Bible translation project will not be biblical 
scholars and the draft translation will be made from a literal translation (such as the Synodal), with reference to other 
Bibles that take a different translational approach. In such cases, direct insight into the linguistic and exegetical 
meaning of the original biblical texts is provided by members of Bible translation agencies assigned to a project. In 
Russia and the countries of the former USSR, the relevant agencies are typically the United Bible Societies (which 
comprises the different national Bible Societies as well as the United Bible Societies Service Organization), SIL 
(Summer Institute of Linguistics)/ Wycliffe Bible Translators, and IBT (Institute for Bible Translation). 

3 Andrei S. Desnitsky, 'The Septuagint as a Base Text for Bible Translations in Russia', The Bible Translator 
56 (2005) 245-52 (251 ), who continues: "thus establishing a tradition of its own and, for better or worse, passing on its 
eclectic nature to translations for other languages and cultures." 
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translators and revisers directly employed published editions or manuscripts of the Septuagint in the course
of their work, at least in any regular way. Rather, their knowledge of the Septuagint seems to have been
mediated entirely through the Slavonic Bible. As Anatoli Alexeev puts it: "There is a common belief that
the Synodal version contains the Greek and Hebrew originals, but actually the place ofLXX is taken by the
Slavonic version"." A striking indication of this fact is that "additions of LXX, absent from the Slavonic
version, were not inserted in the Synodal version either" (ibid.).5 In fact, in the preparation of the Synodal
Bible, the square was circled by treating the Slavonic text as a representative of unavailable Greek
manuscripts!"

Of course, some, perhaps many, of the bracketed pluses included in the Synodal are unproblematic
in regard to both the Slavonic and the LXX. For example, at I Kings I :48, the Synodal adds 'from my
seed', in line with the Slavonic, which in tum derives from the LXX; 7 similarly, at I Kings 12:20 the
Synodal adds in brackets 'from Egypt' as well as 'and of Benjamin', following the Slavonic and LXX.8 

At times specific translational decisions are evident within these bracketed pluses. For example, at
the end of I Kings 18:29 LXX adds a long additional sentence, which is translated in the Slavonic and
found in brackets in the Synodal." In its incorporation of the Slavonic, the Synodal renders 'shameful
prophets' as 'prophets of Baal', presumably a contextual translation.!" This suggests that at least on some
occasions the bracketed additions were inserted by biblical specialists and in a thoughtful, not a
mechanical, way.

But any window onto the LXX that the Synodal Bible might provide is much more closed than
open and the glass in it is far from transparent. Before beginning to attempt to cast some additional light on
the matter, it will be helpful to give a few relevant details about how the Synodal Bible was produced. If

4 A.A. Alexeev, 'Masoretic Text in Russia', in Text, Theology & Translation: Essays in Honour of Jan de 
Waard (ed. Simon Crisp and Manuel Jinbachian; [Crawley, UK]: United Bible Societies, 2004) 13-29 (26).

5 Alexeev, 'Masoretic Text', 26, gives I Kings 16:28 and 22:46 as examples. A further case is the omission of
the long plus of eleven extra verses at the end of I Kings 2 (2:46a-l), a sequence that is also absent from the Slavonic
text.

6 Thus, llarion A. Chistovich, Istoriya perevoda Biblii na ruski i iazyk (Second ed.; St Petersburg, I 899 [some
parts were written much earlier, in 1872-73, according to the footnotes on pp. 316,318, 323]) 317-40 (339): "In cases
where the Slavonic text of the Bible represents significant differences from the available texts of the Greek Bible, the
translators accepted it as a variant, alongside other known Greek manuscripts, on the assumption that underlying these
passages were early Greek manuscripts that were different in some readings from other known manuscripts and
editions." (My own renderings are used here and throughout this paper.)

7 MT: •~9:,-',~ :il/i' □i•;:i ]Dl 7!ptl; LXX (Rahlfs): 05 1óc,JKEv OTJµepov EK Tou orripµoTÓ5 µou K08Tjµevov ETTI Tou
8póvou µou; Slavonic: H:l:E AJA£ AHtcb ill c-liM£HE ,HOErw d,A,t.4ld HJ nrH'T'ÓAł MOEM'h; Synodal: KOTOpbll([ 
ceronHR ~an [oT ceMeH~ Moero] c~nRmero Ha npecTone MOeM. 

8 MT: i1:;1', c71:n:,;iq •n';,11 ... □l'::17: ::i((i; LXX: óvi.aµ\jlev lepo~ooµ EĘ AiyurrTou ... rró:p,Ę OKTJTTTpou louóo Kat
Bev10µ1v uóvo. = Slavonic: so3srd'T'HU łErosOd,H'l, ill ErYil'T'd ... '!'Ó~,ttW xorisrsb lgAHHd H BEHidMIHOBJ;
Synodal: MeposoaM BO3BpaT¼TICR [Y£3 ErY£nTa] ... xposse KOJJeHa My.[(Y£Ha [11 Bett11aM11ttoaa]. 

9 LXX: Kat EAÓ:ATJOEV HAtOU o 0ea~ITTJS rrpcs TOIJS rrpoq>TJT05 TWV rrpooox810,llÓ:TWV Aiywv µETÓ:OTTJTE Órro
Toti VUv Kot'EyW rromoco TO óAoKalłTwµÓ: µou Kal µeT£0TT1aav Kal CXrrflA8ov; Slavonic: H rE"łE,, łuid gEcslTA\HHH"h
nrorÓ•W,H'l, C'T'8AHb\M'h, rAJrÓA,i,: illc'T'SnH'T'E HHł, Ad H 43'h CO'T'BOrl< :i:ir'T'BS MOI<. H illc'T'gnHWd 'T'IH, H
oyMoA~HgWJ (here, oy,11ÓAsHSWJ is, presumably, a very free contextual rendering ofLXX's a1TT]A8ov [for which Rahlfs
indicates no variants]) = Synodal: [M cKa3aJJ Mn11,i <l>eCB'1TRHY£H npopoxass Baanoab!M: renepe
OTOM~MTe, qToó ½ R COBepwMn Moe ~epTBOnpMHOW8HMe. ÓHM OTOWnM M YMOnRnM.] 

10 Although the Slavonic and Septuaginta! plus has been unproblematically incorporated into the Synodal, the
result is in fact once more technically a mixed text, in view of the fact that no Greek ms tradition represents all of the
final three phrases of MT (and Synodal), ::i.ip pn clD7'~1 ',ip7'~1; correspondingly, the Slavonic has no equivalent of
cW7'~1 (H HE 6-ll rAdCJ, HH:1:£ nocAgw.iHi"-). The Slavonic follows a LXX tradition that includes Koi ouK DV ÓKpÓams
after KOI ouK DV <Pw\lTJ, in line with v. 26 (see the apparatus in Rahlfs); on the other hand, Vaticanus (Brenton) does not
have even .a\ ouK DV 'PW\ITJ (in v. 29). Aleksandr Pavlovich Lopukhin, Tolkovaya Bibliya, iii Komentarii na fee Knigi 
Cvetoi Pisaniya Vethovo i Novovo Zavetov (3 vols.; St. Petersburg, 1912-13) I .455, mentions the LXX plus in v. 29 but
does not comment on the translational choices of the Synodal (or Slavonic). Note that Peshitta includes the LXX plus
(apart from ó 0eo~iTTJ5) and all of the preceding text of MT, and thus represents here a mixed tradition, like the
Synodal.
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my understanding is accurate it seems that a considerable part of the labour of the Synodal' s translation
comittee would have been dedicated to the insertion of these additions.

As I understand, the Synodal translation of the Bible, which was published in its entirety in 1876,
constitutes broadly speaking a revision of an unpublished but quite widely distributed rendering of the
MT11 by archpriest Gerasim Petrovich Pavskii (1787-1863).12 Pavskii's translation apparently dates from
before 1826, the year Pavskii left the St Petersburg Theological Academy. 13 In the case of the historical
books, including 3 Kingdoms, Pavskii's work had been lightly revised by archimandrite Makarii.14 Makarii
was a pupil of Pavskii and had obtained a copy of Pavskii's unpublished translation of the whole of MT in
1840.15 A version of 3 Kingdoms by Makarii appears in Pravoslavnoe Obozrenie (Orthodox Review) 7 (4-
7) (April-August 1866) 59-126. A very brief glance at this publication indicates that the translation is
reasonably close to the Synodal. 16 It seems likely, therefore, that this was the work revised by the three
biblicists and two Byzantists17 who constituted the Synod's Bible translation committee, and whose task
began in 1867.18 As the Synodal version of the historical books was published just two years later (1869), it
seems likely that the source-language revision of the work of Makarii (and Pavskii) was rather slight, and
that in fact much of the committee's labours were dedicated to the incorporation of the 'Septuaginta!'
additions.

Mixed texts 
Towards the end of his account of the Synodal translation process, Ilarion Chistovich comments: "The
mixing, even one might say, the merging of two texts with a preference in one case for the Hebrew, in
another for the Greek, was and always remains a matter of the arbitrary will of the translators, and there is
no way whatever to place limits on that arbitrariness."19 Chistovich does not clearly exemplify this
statement, and so we turn now to see what a 'mixed text' might mean in the Synodal context.

To give an example, in the seven verses that comprise I Kings 5:30-32 (Slavonic/Synodal and
English versions: 5:16-18); 6:1-2; 6:37-38,20 the Slavonic includes some thirteen more or less significant
differences from MT, derived from the fact that the Slavonic is a rendering of the Greek Bible and not of
MT.21 Of these variations between the texts, the Synodal registers just two, both pluses, with a third plus
omitted.22 Septuaginta! minuses and alternative readings (in comparison with MT) are not incorporated. 23

11 With the exception, of course, of books included in the Synodal from outside the Hebrew canon.
12 A survey of Pavskii's life and work can be found in Stephen K. Batalden, 'Gerasim Pavskii's Clandestine

Old Testament: The Politics ofNineteenth-Century Russian Biblical Translation', Church History, 57 (1988) 486-498.
13 See Batalden, 'Gerasim Pavskii's Clandestine Old Testament', 487.
14 See Chistovich, Istoriya, 329: "Archimandrite Makarii had before his eyes the translation of G.P. Pavskii

and in only a few places corrected it in accordance with his own understanding, so that his translation does not possess
the significance and status of an independent work."

15 See Chistovich, Istoriya, 329-30.
16 Unlike the translation of Ivan Maximovich in Trudi Kievskoi Dukhovni Akademii (Acts of the Kiev

Theological Academy), 2.4-11 (April-Nov 1862) 237-360.
17 See Alexeev, 'Masoretic Text', 26.
18 See Chistovich, Istoriya, 322.
19 Chistovich, Istoriya, 339.
20 The relationship between MT and LXX, as represented by Rahlfs, is quite complicated. The order in MT is

as follows: 5:30-32; 6:1-2; ... 6:37-38. In Rahlfs' edition of LXX, this material is ordered as follows (M = MT; R =
Rahlfs): M 5:30 = R 5:30, M 5:32b = R 5:32, M 6: la= R 6: I, M 5:31 = R 6:la, M 5:32a = R 6: lb, M 6:37 = R 6:lc, M
6:38a = R 6:ld. (Equivalents of MT 6:lb and 6:38b are lacking in Rahlfs; other versions of LXX, followed by most
translations, including the Slavonic and the Synodal, number MT 5:30-32 as 5: 16-18.) However, the Slavonic,
following Hexaplaric and Lucianie traditions, which come much much closer to the Hebrew in both the arrangement
and the wording of the text (for details, cf. the apparatus to Rahlfs), in effect follows the order of verses found in MT.

21 (I) 5:16/30: 600 (11 WEC'T'b CW'T''b) for 300 (n1K1:l iZi?d1 = R); (2) 'foremen doing tasks' (nrHC'T'dKHHK'b
,1,l;,1a1<4JHX'b ,1-l;,1;, = R) for 'those who are ruling over the people, who are doing the work' (::i:;,K'?O~ c·i,il~ Clł)~ Cl'"1'1~);
(3) 5:17/31: addition of 'and' before the last clause (11 KdAHHiE HE'T'ECJHOE = R; MT: n•q 'l:,J:t); (4) 5:18/32: 'sons (ot)'
(u.iHOKE = R) for 'builders of ('1:!) (twice); (5) omission (with Rahlfs) of 'for building the house' (rqi;:i niJ::i',); and (6)
addition of/ replacement b_Y, '(for) three years' (K'b "'P" Ai'T'a = R); (7) 6:1: 440 (>E'T'blfEAH.t.'T'HOE = R) fo~ 480
(o•iioo); (8) 'from Egypt' (H, ErYn'T'a = R) for 'from the land of Egypt' (□•7:.oTWO); (9) m the second month (K'b
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The fact that, on the one hand, Septuaginta! pluses represent only a small portion of the variations
between LXX and MT and, on the other hand, that the Slavonic (which is the Synodal's source for LXX
readings) follows a non-standard and eclectic text of the LXX means that the Synodal may be used only as
a very limited guide to the LXX.24

More importantly for present purposes, because Septuaginta! minuses and alternative readings are
generally not recorded by the Synodal, the bracketed pluses that the Synodal does display can mislead the
reader into seeing a simpler relationship between MT and LXX than is justified by the facts.25 Rather than a
straightforward relationship of shorter or longer readings of the same text, the situation is better
characterized as having to do with variant editions of a text.

For example, towards the end of I Kings 8:65, the Synodal includes a rather lengthy bracketed
plus between 'the Lord our God' and the words that immediately follow it in MT: 'seven days and seven
days - fourteen days'. The bracketed plus in itself is unexceptionable, with the Slavonic matching the
LXX as presented by Rahlfs. The problem, however, is that the Slavonic and Rahlfs follow this plus only
with the words 'seven days', and not with 'seven days and seven days - fourteen days' as found in MT
and Synodal. 26

M41, KTOfhlH = R) for 'in the month of Ziv, that is the second month' (•;;i:i;J IZilh::t x1::i 11 IZi,h:i); (10-12) 'and he
founded' (co,,td) for 'and he built' (P'l [the clause introduced by this verb is not found in Rahlfs]; similarly in vv. 2
[Rahlfs as MT] and 38 ~ot in Rahlfs, which does not include 6:38b in 6:ld], at the end); (13) 6:37: 'in the second
month':(so KTOfhlH Mti,1,=R)addedatendofverse.

22 ln order, these are: 5:18/32,"' npMroTOBJIJrnM ,uepeBa "' i<aMHM ,un,i CTpoeHMR rrosaa [TpM
r-ona l ; 6:37, B MeCRI..\ 3Mg,, [B MeCRI..\ BTOpo11,]; 5:17/31.

23 In the Synodal, the only information about alternative readings (as against pluses and minuses) in the
Greek/Slavonic comes from occasional asterisked footnotes. In 3 Kingdoms there are two: 10:26: "B rpeciec1<OM
nepe aone : copox TbIC.Rt.,J KOHe:M KOJleCHI-1'Y:HbIX"; 11:32: "B r-pevecxoss nepeeo.ne: na a KOJ1eHa".
Variants are otherwise not registered even when they occur in verses in which various Slavonic pluses have been
incorporated (and so in which it is likely that the Slavonic reviser would have noticed the variation); for example, at
21:4 (UO( 20:4), where Slavonic has 11 no~rbl (LXX: Kal OUVEkClAUlj,Ev) for the Synodal's n OTBOpOTMJI (cf. MT:
~0•1; see, e.g., Lopukhin, Tolkovaya Bibliya, 1.469; according to BHS, the underlying Hebrew here was O:;>'.J). Towards
the end of 18:36 (see below), the Synodal's no crroay TBoeMy = MT: '],~7:;i (Qr) is retained, with no mention made
of the Slavonic alternative: TrnE fAAH = LXX: ó,ix oe. Similar comments apply in the same verse to the Slavonic's
i.1~WKdb (following Alexandrinus; ::JCUb...... is also attested in some Peshitta traditions), rather than lopaJ]A of other
manuscript traditions, MT, and Synodal (l13paMJieB). From the same verse, we can also see that LXX minuses (or MT
pluses in respect ofLXX) are not noted. Cf. MT: ,l?l(;:i ci•,~;;:i-',~ f1l( ·n'IZil); Synodal: 11 czre.na.n Bee; contrast
Slavonic: COTKOfHX,. ,1-liAd cii = LXX: rrerroinec Ta epya rcirrc). For another LXX minus/ MT plus not noted in
the Synodal, cf. at 12:20 MT: '?W]izi'.-',~-',J) = Slavonic tta,u BCeMM l13pa11JibT.<lHaM11; LXX (Rahlfs): ETTI lopal]A =
Slavonic: HJA iHAEM'l,.

24 With regard to the relationship between the Slavonic and LXX as represented by Rahlfs, we see that of the
variants noted two (6:2, 38) occur in sequences of text not included in Rahlfs (although only two, both in 6:2 [600/300
and founded / built], actually disagree with Rahlfs). Moreover, as already indicated, the Slavonic (based on Greek
traditions that approximate to MT) has some other readings that agree with MT and not with Rahlfs, for example in
6:37=6:lc •'" = MT 11 :: Rahlfs (iv µT]v1) N,ow; or at 5:32 / 18b=6:lb: 11 <dMEHOC'li>U,bl rEKJdCTiH = MT: D''?+J;:t],
lacking in Rahlfs.

25 Indeed, such a case is found in the material already presented. At the end of I Kings 5: 18 (MT 5:32), the
Synodal bas "' npMI'OTOBJIHJIM riepeaa "' KaMHM MR cTpoeHM-" ,uoMa [ Tp11 r-ons ) 'and they prepared
wood and stones for the construction of the house [(for) three years]', which represents neither the reading of MT,
which does not include '(for) three years', nor that of the Slavonic, which has no equivalent to 'for the construction of
the house', a sequence that is also missing in Rahlfs and Brenton, although Rahlfs indicates that it is found in slightly
different forms in Hexaplaric and Lucanic sources.

26 MT: ci• 19¥ ;i_p~7ł:t o·o: r~~} o·o: r4'~t::i 1:t~~ - ·;.p'?; LX.X: EvWmov KUpiou 8eoU hµWvEv T~ oiKV:l ~ ~ic:o
ÓÓµT]OEV ,o8iwv KOI rrivwv Kai ,u¢,paivÓµEVoS ivwmov KVpiou 0,oii iiµwv ETTTCX i,µipas = Slavonic: nrEA rA£,H'l, 6rQ,H'l,
HdWHM"b, or xrd.łtd, Eró;,;:E CO)Ad, lilAhlH ti niił. H KHE,ł~(A\ nrEA rAEM'b &"roM'b HłiWHM'b; Synodal: npe,u
I'ocnoztoes Bor-oss HaIIIHM ; [Y1 eJIJ.1, J.-1 ITY1Jiv1, J.-1 MOJU1Jl11Cb npen rocno.n.OM BorOM HallIMM y
noc-rpoeuaor-o xpasea l - ceMb .nttel1 11 euie ceMb ,IlHetł:, '4ETbipHa.nu.aTb .utteitf. BHS indicates that
the LXX plus is found in the "original Greek text" (although it is not reflected in TgJon or Peshitta). Lopukhin,
Tolkovaya Bibliya, 1.407-408, makes no comment. Note the Synodal's rendering of the Slavonic active construction oy 
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Another example can be seen at I Kings 18:33. There LXX (and Slavonic) has a much longer text
than MT, but this text cannot strictly constitute a plus, as in LXX there is no mention of the 'bullock' of
MT, whereas in MT there is no explicit mention of the 'altar' that is found twice in LXX. 27 In fact, the
Synodal here incorporates only two of the extra words in the Slavonic. 28 In this case, one imagines that the
Slavonic reviser realized, while attempting to incorporate what at first sight had appeared to be a simple
plus, that in fact the texts were significantly different, and therefore restricted himself to the addition of a
small sequence that, had it occurred in isolation, would indeed have represented a typical LXX/Slavonic
plus.29

In any case, the result in both these examples is that the Synodal ends up providing a mixed text,
either incorporating MT pluses with regard to LXX as well as LXX pluses with regard to MT; or selecting
only those LXX variations from MT that fit into MT as apparent plusesl "

A mixed text can also arise when the Slavonic reviser fail to incorporate one plus but does
incorporate another. For example, at the end of 18:37 the Slavonic has 'you have turned the heart of this
people behind you' and Synodal has 'you have turned their heart [toward you]'.31 There are two main
points of note here:(!) 'of this people' has not been incorporated; (2) the bracketed form should not really
be 'toward you' but just 'you', as a preposition is present in both the Hebrew and the Greek/Slavonic
traditions. The result is that, even on such a small scale, the Synodal reviser has not done justice to either
MT or LXX/Slavonic. 32

Our final example of a mixed text comes from 21:4 (LXX 20:4), where the Synodal transforms
LXX's plus 'and the spirit of Ahab was troubled' into an adverbial clause, 'in a confused spirit', modifying
'he lay down'.33 The aim of the Slavonic reviser was probably to fit the addition to the syntactic structure of
the primary translation (from MT to Russian), but in so doing he created yet again a mixed text,
representing neither MT nor Slavonic/L:XX accurately.

Among other examples of mixed text arising from the Synodal reviser's labours are 18:36;34 21:27
(LXX 20:27);35 and 22: 19.36

Xf"'"d, ErÓ:t:£ CO'j,4d by the impersonal y nocrpoeaxor-o xparaa (and its re-positioning in the sentence) as well
as that of the participles ~.4wii H nil H &£CEA.i.u by indicative forms:" erm , " nHJIH, " Mon>1n>1cb. 

27 MT: t:'"JJ;:t--':>.i 00:1 ,\l;:t-i'l\( ni'Y'.l □':l.ilFl!( 7'1JJ'J; LXX (Rahlfs): KOI EOToi~ooev Tas oxioaKOs ETTI To 8vm
ooTTJp1ov o s rroinosv KOI Eµi}.,o,v To ÓAoKouTeuµo KOI ETTe!lrJKev ETTI Tas axióoKOs Koi Eorni~oo,v ETTI TO 8vo100TTJp1ov
(Rahlfs notes only one significant ms. variant: ETTe0rJKev Tas axioaKOs for ETTE8DKEV ETTI Tas oxióoK05) = Slavonic: H
KOCKAd,4~ AfO~d ~d CM'T'<lfb, ErÓ:t:E CO'l'KOfH, H fdC'l'Hd Hd of ,Ibi smo:t:£r<1EMd"', H so,Ao:t:H Hd AfOKd, H 
KOCKAd,IE Hd OA'T'dfb.

28 11 nono)KJ.1JI npoaa [Ha )KepTBeHH11K], v1 paocex Tenbua, J.1 B03JIO,tG1JI ero Ha
npoaa.

29 In fact, the reviser could easily have also added the following two words in the Slavonic: ErÓ:t:E co'l'KOfH.
30 At 8:65 the Synodal's 'mixed text' is, coincidentally, reflected as well in Lucianie and Hexaplaric

traditions (see Rahlfs).
31 MT 18:37b: n',"1~ ~';,-ni( i;i:ioc1 ~l;>l51; LXX (Rahlfs): K01 ou EOTpetj,05 TTJV KOpóiov Tou Aoou rovrou crrioco

(to which Lucian adds a final oou); Slavonic: H 'l'bl W6fd'T'HA'b ECH CEfi\U,d A,.Afil CHX'b ticA<łi,l'b 'l'EGE; Synodal:"
Thl o6paTHllib cepJiue HX (K Te6e]. 

32 Note also in v. 37 that the Slavonic reviser has overlooked both orHE,tt'b (LXX: ETTÓKouoóv µou EV TTUpi;
MT: 'lll') and KCH (scH A~AiE cftt; contrast LXX: ó AOC>S olrroc, for which Rahlfs [or Weber] gives no variants; MT:
i11i1 c-9:;r).

33 21:4b (MT): err;, ',:,1;nó11·;ęrn!( :JO'l ir~r,i-',.i :i:,0•1; 20:4 (LXX [Rahlfs]): Koi Eyivno To TTveuµo Axoo~
rarcpcvuśvoy KOI EK01µTJ0rJ ETTI TT]5 KAIVDS ouTou KOI ouvEKÓAutj,Ev TO TTpc.,ou>TTOV ouTou KOI ouK ,4>oyev iiprnv; 21 :4b
(Slavonic): 11 6bl('l'b 11ix,, dxddKAb (,H~IJl{H'b, H oycm Hd o.4r-łl CKO{,H'I, H no~r.:. AHU,E (KOE H HE "'AE
XA<łisd; 21:4(b): Synodal: 11 (B cMyrueHHOM JIYXe] ner Ha noc-r-ern, caoio, " OTBopoTHJI rnrue
caoe , " xne6a He en. The Slavonic follows the longer Greek text ofVaticanus and Lucian (see Rahlfs), which
includes the first half of the verse according to MT, lacking in other Greek traditions. In the second half of the verse,
LXX agrees with MT apart from Koi ouveKÓAutj,ev for :lO'l (see n. 23, above) and the additional clause at the beginning.
(Note that the Slavonic renders both TETopoyµivov in this clause and OUYKE)(Uµivoc earlier in the verse by CM~IJlEH'b
'confused, perturbed'.)

34 MT: 'iJ~.l? -~~! ',ł\7~:~ O";-'.!'?~ ilf~·~ li7r □i';J ',~7~~1 Pi:r¥: o.:r7~~ •;f,,~ ,., iQŃ~1 ł("~V lil:'7~ 0~~1 ;,r;qov ;-;i',~~ ·:-n
il?~ c·7:;,7v-',~ r-~ ·t:"t·t~ 11?1~1. 
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LXX (Rahlfs): Kal óv,flÓDOEV HAtOU ,i5 TOV oupovov Kal EITTEV truptE Ó e,as- Aflpaaµ KOI loocx KOI lopaDA
EITtlKOUOÓV µou KUPIE EITtlKOUOÓV µou OTJµEpov EV rrupi Kal yvwn.:ioav rra5 ó /\005 O\IT05 OT! (l\J ,1 trupt05 ó e,as- lopODA
KCXyW óoUA.ós crouKal,,ó1CX oE TTErrol11Ka TCX Epya TaUTa. 

, ,,..Slavonic; H ..so,on,H H11jd H~ H~o H fE'1E: ~A" 6iE d&fddM~sn, H_ icd,dto~n H i~r:~s~b, ~oc~i~dłt
,HEH£, rAH, nOCAgWdH ,HEH( AHHb OrHEM'b, H Ad Orfd'3g,t1-l;..T'b SCH A"AIE CIH, l,IKW Tbl €CH rAb €AHH'b
iHAEK'b, H ;;,,. rd6'b TKÓH, H TE6E FdAH COTHOFHX'b A-hAd cil.

Synodal: Bo speM11 np11Holl!eH>111 secrepHe11 xep-rasr rronoute.n l1n>1!! npopox [ >1 B033Ban 

Ha He6o] I.1 CKa3aJI: rocnO,IIJ.1, Boxe ABpaaMOB, McaaKOB l1 Y13pav1neB! [YCJibIIllb MeHf!, 
rocno,rn,1, yCJibII.llb MEHf! HbIHE B OI1He J] )la CT03HaIOT B cel1 .!lEHb [JIIO,D;JII Cv:IJ.1] 1 t.fTO Tb! 
o.nt1H Bor B Y13par.1ne, 11 t.rTo R pa6 TBol1 t1 c.nenan ace no cnosy TsoeMy. 

This is a rather complicated example. As BHS points out, LXX lacks the first clause of MT ('and it came to pass at the
offering up of the minchah') and then diverges from MT in what is the second clause of MT and the first one of LXX.
There MT has 'Elijah the prophet approached' and LXX, 'Elijah cried out to heaven'. Naturally, the verse starts with
the same words in the Slavonic. However, the Slavonic reviser has converted the textual variation between MT and
LXX here into a plus, and has thus once more created a mixed MT-LXX text: 'At the time of the offering of the
evening sacrifice, Elijah the prophet approached [and called out to heaven]'. The reviser then ignores the additional rn\
of LXX (and Slavonic; also Peshitta) between Aflpooµ and loaaK (i.tKWKAb), but includes in brackets an additional
sentence from the Slavonic and LXX, which opens Elijah's invocation: 'Hear me, Lord, hear me today with fire!' (The
same text, but without aiiµepov I AH<Cb, is found at the beginning ofthe next verse, 37, where MT lacks an equivalent to
aiiµepov and EV trupi: 'lll/ 0 'll:/.) This is unproblematic. The next plus we see marked in the Synodal is in the following
clause, 'May [these people] recognize on this day' (for l17): □i';:T 'today let it be known' of MT), from which the 'all'
('all this people') of the Slavonic and LXX has been inexplicably omitted. (Perhaps the reviser was influenced by
Synodal's Ila noanaer aaport ee11 = MT: ;-ivi CJ?;;t 1ll7'.1 = LXX: rn\ yvwTw ó Aa05 o\lT05, in the next verse, 37;
on the other hand, the Slavonic has sc11 A~AiE CIH in both verses.) The additional (with respect to Slavonic and LXX)
'on this day' in the Synodal appears to have entered from the reviser's understanding of the preceding long bracketed
sequence as a complete plus, rather than as overlapping, as it were, with □i';:t in MT. The next clause of MT, 'that you
are God in Israel' appears in the Slavonic as 'that you are the one Lord of Israel', which clearly lies behind the
Synodal's 'that you are the one God in Israel'. Here the Slavonic has Bor f= MT's □•;;',K) for the Slavonic's r;lb,
which in turn is only an incomplete rendering of LXX's trup105 ó e,as-. Although Rahlfs gives no evidence for a reading
consistent with the Synodal (or the Slavonic) in v. 36, at v. 37 he indicates that Alexandrinus does indeed add µÓv05,
and the Slavonic (v. 37: mtw Thi ECH (EAHH'b) r!b 6r'b) appears to derive from such a tradition. How the reading
came to be in the Synodal is another matter. Perhaps the Slavonic reviser confused v. 36 with v. 37, from which he
reproduced in the Synodal the (EAHH'b) of Slavonic, but without the brackets? Or perhaps the translator of MT for the
Synodal here actually referred to the Greek or the Slavonic during the drafting process? The translators / editors of the
Slavonic text itself appear to have attempted to harmonize vv. 36 and 37 as much as possible (contrast Ad
orrd,g,H,li ..T'b, SCH A~,liE CIH, and the addition of EAHH'b in both verses with the different forms found in each verse
in the LXX).

35 Here, LXX and MT appear to represent distinct editions of the text. Again the Slavonic reviser has inserted
a bracketed sequence in the first part of the verse that has the effect of masking the more radical structural differences
between MT and LXX / Slavonic -MT: ... !J7i?'1 ;-r';,K;;t □·,;i7;:nm, :l((r;tll J?~J w,1; LXX (Rahlfs): KOJ ~rr,p rou AÓyou
ws KOTEVUYTl Axoafl ixrro rrpocorrrou TÓU xupiou KOJ irropeuno KAaiwv rn\ ótippD~Ev ... ; Slavonic: H 6blCTb ErAd 
oyrnJWd :.xd<IK'b (AOKECd cil, oy,HHAHc.t. ill AHU,d rAH,t,, H ii,,).w, llAdSdc.t., H Fd'lAFd ... ; Synodal: Bsrcnyuraa
Bee en o Ba CJ.1J.1, Axaa [ YMJ.1Jn111cs npe.u I'o crto noss , xo,n;J.1JI v1 nnaxan , ] pe aonparr .... The 
Synodal's introduction of see (see crroaa e>1>1) appears to be a mistake (not noted by Lopukhin, Tolkovaya 
Bibliya, 1.471). The Slavonic's 'And when Ahab heard these words, he was silent from the face of the Lord' appears to
be an attempt at a more idiomatic rendering of'And on account of the word, Ahab was as it were pierced from the face
of the face of the Lord'. (Synodal's npe.n I'ocno.nosa for ill AHU,• rJH,._, represents a further step along the path of
idiomatic rendering.) At the end of the verse, the Slavonic follows a Hexaplaric tradition (see Rahlfs): i't xo;i;A.tWE
cKÓf6EH'b (rn\ irropeufui KEKA1µivo5), which matches MT's c:i~ 7';>;:t•,1. No further light is cast on these matters by
Vulgata, Peshitta, or TgJon.

36 Here the Synodal only registers just the first of three Slavonic / LXX pluses. The two missing pluses are
oux O\/TW5 ,1óov = HE T<IKW: KHA-hX'b (MT: WK7) and TOV KUptov Bsov lopaDA = rAd 6rd iHA(Kd (MT: ---r~).
Curiously, the first plus, [Mv1xe11] (also in Peshitta), is merely italicized (not bracketed) in the parallel at 2 Chron.
18:18, even though MiX<d occurs in the Slavonic text (but not in LXX; Rahlfs gives no variants). Synodal also contains
a second bracketed sequence, [He TaK; He 11, a] aucnvuraa, which is not strictly a plus at all but a different
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Influence of parallel passages 
Occasionally, the Synodal makes changes within longer Slavonic pluses, sometimes under the influence of
a parallel text in MT.37 For example, at 2:35g, the Synodal says 'and he caused there to be incense on it 
before the Lord'. The words 'on it', that is on the previously-mentioned incense-altar, have no counterpart
in the Slavonic or in the LXX.38 Almost certainly, the additional Ha HeM 'on it' has entered the Synodal
from a parallel MT passage in I Kings 9:25, which includes the sequence " "J!l? ilZitt in~ i't!!Pc11-39 In this
parallel passage, the difficult ir,~40 is rendered by Synodal as precisely 'on it'.41

A particularly striking example of the influence of a parallel text is found at 2:351, where the
Greek and Slavonic have 'Shimei son of Gera son of the seed ofiemen from Hebron', which appears in the
Synodal as 'Shimei son of Gera son of a Iemenite from Bahurim'; and this is broadly in line with the
parallel at 2:8.42

A further example comes from 2:35b, where the Synodal's 'all the sons of east' in place of 'all the
ancient sons' of the Slavonic (and LXX) has clearly been influenced by its rendering of c7p-·i:i-':>:;, in the
MT parallel to this verse at 4:30 (MT 5:10).43 

In all three cases we see that the Slavonic additions have not been incorporated in a mechanical
fashion, but rather appear to have taken into account MT parallels from elsewhere in the primary translation
of the Synodal. On the basis of the two passages examined, we can say that the revisers from the Synod's
Bible translation committee placed consistency with broadly parallel passages from MT already found in

reading: Slavonic: HE 'I'd KW: HE ;;,'!.: cablWH = LXX (Rahlfs): oux ouTw, oux iyw cxKou, < (?) ~~ 'J!;( tó p tó*; MT:
~~ p7. Although Lopukhin, Tolkovaya Bibliya, 1.475, comments on He Tal< for p'?, he makes no specific
observation on the Synodal's omissions (with regard to Slavonic/LXX) here.

37 Excluded from discussion here are those passages where an appropximation to an MT parallel already
exists in the Slavonic, presumably on the basis of Greek traditions that converge more closely with MT. For example,
at I Kings 12:2 a bracketed sequence in the Synodal reads YI B03BpaTYIJJCB vlepoBoaM 113 Erutrrra. This clearly
does not follow MT's ,q;o:;i Ci;>:n: :iitJ (= Rahlfs 11 :43: K01 EKa8T]To iv Aiyu1ne;,), but is instead consistent with
Slavonic's H Bo3Bpd'l'HCA\ łEpOBOd,tt'b H3 ErYn'l'd and Alexandrinus's KOI iniaTpelj,Ev lepofloaµ ,Ę AiyurrTou (at
11 :43), which appears to harmonize with the parallel in 2 Cbron. I 0:2 (MT: Ci'.l"raQ Ci;>J7: :i~ = LXX:
Kot ixrreoTpElj,Ev lepoflooµ ,Ę Aiyumou).

38 LXX (Rahlfs): Kot ,8uµia ivwmov KUpiou = Slavonic: H Kd,liWE nfEA rAEM'b; Synodal: YI xype aae 
coseprnan Ha HEM npe~ rocnonoM; 

39 The parallel to I Kings 9:25 in 2 Cbron. 8: 12 is significantly different and lacks these words.
40 Both John Gray,/ & Il Kings (Old Testament Library; Third rev. ed; London: SCM Press, 1977) 253, and

Gwilym H. Jones, / & 2 Kings (New Century Bible Commentary; Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans / London:
Marshall, Morgan & Scott, I 984) 219, qualify ,IZil( ·.mi as "impossible" and instead accept the emendation ilZiicr~ 'his
offering by fire'; A. Jepsen [BHS] has "frt dl" for the sequence, in part at least because it is absent from LXX at 2:35g.

41 Ha HeM (YI xypeaue Ha HeM coeepuran) . The Synodal's interpretation might well depend on
KJV's "and he burnt incense upon the altar that was before the LORD" (cf. NJPS: "and be used to offer incense on the
one that was before the LORD"; all three renderings can be broadly traced to TgJon and Pesbitta: " CilP" roą:: ·;,'.',~
,.?pQV71:ip:-:1; K...'t::n )J:t.o rcnrii :::i ,mnb.. r<om i)JIUOCl).

42 MT 2:8: 1n~:;io -ro;;,7:, x7,7:. ·~o¢ '19P m;:q; Synodal: BoT ewe y Te6,i CeMen, Cb!H I'epsi
BettHaMYITBHHHa YI3 Eaxyp11Ma (the ewe here is curious); LXX (Rahlfs): Kat ifou µETix oou Ieµei u·,o, Fnpo uics
Toll IEµEVI EK Bnoupiu = Slavonic: ·" cf, Cb TOliÓto U,tt{H cblHb rH,dttb cbJttn i£M£HIHHb fi g"gr''""; LX.X
(Rahlfs) 2:351: ióou µETix 00\J LEµEI uics fąpa uics orrŚpµOT05 TO\J leµ1v1 EK Xel3pwv = Slavonic: CE, ('!, 'l'06ÓIO CE,IIEH
cblwh rHfdHb, cblttn crliM£H£ 1£M£HIHttd, W ;(fRfW""; Synodal: BOT y TeóR CeMe½, csra J'epsr, csn+a 
MeMl1HMMHa M3 BaxypitIMa. 

43 2:35b: M COJlOMOH l1MeJI paayss asnue paaysaa acex CblHOB BOCTOKa J.1 a ce x My,npb!X 
ErYinTBH (LXX: KOI irrAą8uv8ą D q,póvąa,5 LaAwµwv oq,óópo imep TTJV q,póvąmv TTOVTWV apxoiwv uiwv KOI \JTTEp
1TllVT05 q,~oviµou5 AiyurrTOu; H HmÓaHHC.t. r.;,~,ttd COAO,IIUJH'b nd,E f",~,lld scłx'b AfEBHHX'b Cb!HWK'b H nd,E
scłx'b ,11~Apb1X'!. ErYm'l'c<HX'!.; note the Slavonic's 'Egyptian sages' for LXX's 'sages of Egypt' and the omission,
with Lucian [according to Rahlfs], of an equivalent for oq,óópo). MT 5: IO: MT: ',jr,); Ci7P,-•;;r"',=? r,r,p~Q ;-ib':,cj ri,::,~ :lll'll
□·7;;0 ;-;r,,::,~; Synodal 4:30: vi 6w1a MY.UPOCTb conossoaa asnue My,upocTH acex CblHOB BOCTOKa "
Been MY.UPOCTJ,1 ErHnTBH; LXX: Kal ETTAą8uv8ą IoAwµwv oq,óópa urrep TTJV q,póvąmv TTOVTWV apxaiwv ixv8pwrr
wv KOI urrep 1TllVTa5 q,poviµou5 AiyurrTOu; Slavonic: H oj-,11HÓ:1rnc,9, ,ttlS,lfOC'l'b COSO,ttWHOBd s-ł.aw, nd,E (,llbl(Ad
scłx'b AFEBHHX'b ,EAOB1iK'b " nJ,E scłx'b C,llblCAEHHblX'l, ErVm'l'CKHX'b,
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the primary translation over the reproduction of small differences in the Slavonic version of such parallel
passages. The level of consistency achieved between parallel passages was far from complete, however. 44 

A striking example of this policy of 'harmonization over translation' is to be seen at the end of
I 0:26, where LXX reads a bracketed plus that corresponds to the addition in the parallel text in the MT of 2
Chron. 9:26.45 In the Synodal, the bracketed sequence in Kings differs sligbtly from the text in
Chronicles.46 However, the Slavonic differs more significantly between these two parallel texts,47 and it
appears that the Slavonic reviser of the Synodal has based his insertion at I Kings 10:26 on the rendering of
the MT parallel at 2 Chron. 9:26, rather than actually translating the Slavonic text of I Kings 10:26.48

Other examples of the influence of parallel texts on the Slavonic revision of the Synodal can be
seen at 2:35m49 and n.50

44 In the examples already given, note how the word order in the Synodal's rendering of the relevant phrase in
2:35g differs from that of9:25, and that in 2:351 csraa J1eM11H1111Ha is used (cf. Slavonic: Chltt'h c,l;,11rn£ iEMEHIHttd),
instead of BeH11aM11TRH11H(a), as found in 2:8 (cf. MT: TO'.ci-J;i). At 2:35b, apart from the inconsistency between
pa3yM in 2:35b and MY.I1POCTb at 4:30 (5:10), the Synodal's choice of Er11nTRH (rather than Er11nTa) for cnłr.i
might reflect a reverse harmonization with 2:35b (unless the rendering at 4:30 was independently influenced by
Clementina's sapientiam omnium Orientalium et Aegyptiorum), and the Synodal's choice of asnne (rather than
6onwe) to express the verb ;r:_7 at 4:30 might also reflect harmonization with its use of the same adjective at 2:35.
Difficult to explain is the Synodal's rendering of 11 11cnÓJttHU. fd'J~Md COAOMWH'h (2:35) as J1 Co.nosaox 11Men 
paayss, especia)ly as the Slavonic's construction here (11 11cnÓJHHU. fd'J~Md COAOMWH'b) is parallel to that of4:30 (11
oj'MttÓ:t:Hc.t. M~AfOCTb coJoMwttos•), where MT (5:10) has ;ro~ i'T,l:>~ :lT,J (Synodal: J1 6brna My.11pocTb 
Corrosaoxa ssnue). At 4:30/5: IO, the Slavonic again appears to match a Lucianie (and Hexaplaric) form of the text, in
which, consistent with MT's 110:;,~ ;tb?,;i, TJ ooq,ia is suplied as subject of eTTAIJlli,v0rJ). In 2:8 and 2:35m, there is an
unnecessary distinction between between KaK and rcor-na in the two verses (xo r-na / KaK " wen B MaxaHa11M), 
especially as the Slavonic uses K'h AEHb K'h Ottb:t:£ in both. A further example of lack of harmonization between
parallels in the translation of MT and that of the Slavonic pluses is seen when comparing 2:35i and 9: 18, where there is
inconsistency in the Synodal's representation ofa place name: Banana¢ (2:35i) and Baarraę (9:18 and in the parallel
at 2 Chron. 8:6). Here, the first form reproduces the Slavonic Kddddd9'h (2:35i and 2 Chron. 8:6), which in turn reflects
a Hexaplaric tradition (see Rahlfs at 2:35i, where Baat-a8 is found in the main text and at at 2 Chron. 8:6). The
Slavonic is itself inconsistent, having KdAJd9'h at 9: 18, the form that exactly matches the Greek of the other verse
(2:35i)! (9:18 is lacking in Rahlf's main text ofLXX, but Origen here reads Bat-a8 rather than the Baat-a8 of2:35i.). A
more substantial case of inconsistency between parallels can be seen when comparing 2:35h, where the number of
foremen is 3600 in the Synodal (and Slavonic and LXX), with 5: 16 (MT 5:30), where the corresponding number in the
Synodal is 3300. (LXX and Slavonic have 3600, consistent with 2:35h.)

45 □'.J:/1:l ?1:ii ,;,1 ci•r,;;p79 n:n1'7 ,,ici-io ci•:,79::i-?:;,;i ?!liir.i ';t'.J (2 Chron. 9:26) = LXX (Rahlfs) I Kings I0:26a:
Kal f]V i-iyouµevo5 TTClVTulV TWV ~OOIAŚc.:iv Ćmo TOU TTOTOµou KOI EW5 YT]5 C!AADq>UAC.:,V KOI EW5 opicov AiyuTTTOU (2 Chron.
9:26 differs only in its use of the singular opiou). A similar sequence is found at MT 5:1, □•7~0 ?1:ll ,;,1 c•~,O?!l ni! 
,,;c17r.i r;i:,7:.r;i;r-':>:;,;i ?!li1r.i ;r:, ;rb~1 = LXX (Rahlfs) 2:46k: Kal f]V cxpxc.:iv iv TTCXOIV TOl5 ~00\AEUOIV OTTO TOU TTOTO
µou Koi ew, yii5 aAAoq,ut-c.:iv Kai ew, opic.:iv AiyuTTTou. However, the long Septuagintal plus at I Kings 2:46 is absent
from the Slavonic, and, therefore, the Synodal, as already noted. The addition at I Kings I 0:26 is not found in the
Vulgata, TgJon, or Peshitta.

46 2 Chron. 9:26: 11 r-ocnonc-naoaa.n OH Han BCeM11 uap,aM11 OT peK11 EBq>paTa no 3eMn11 
<l>11J111CT11MCKOl1 11 no npene.noa Er11nTa; 2 Kings 10:26: .. Ha)l BCeMl1 MOpRMl1 OT peK11 .110 3eMJ1J,! 

47 2 Chron. 9:26: H liblTb KÓ:t:Ab sc,l;p U,dfEH u; rim\ (EY<l>fdTd) Ad:t:[ ,IO 'j[,lłdlł 11HOnd£MfHHH<'b
~ Ad:t:[ ~o nr£A~d'b i:rvm:;c•Hp;, I Kings 10:26: H i;,!; Kdd(T[dHH'b sc/ti,11'1, U,dfEM'h ill f'hH 11 AO 'j[Mdlł
HttondEMEHHH<'b H AO nfEA1id'h ErYnTJ.

48 On the other hand, the insertion of italicized EBq>pa Ta in Chronicles, but not in Kings, almost certainly
indicates checking (of Chronicles) against the Slavonic, where this word occurs in brackets.

49 LXX 2:8, 35m: eis ITapeµ~oAÓ:5 'into "Camp(s)"' (Rahlfs notes no variants in either place; cf. Clementina:
ad Castra); Slavonic: K'b noA<H; Synodal B MaxaHa11M; MT (2:8): ci:;oo. Here the Synodal has correctly interpreted
the Slavonic's K'h noA<H as 'into Mahanaim', on the basis of the parallel. text at 2:8, rather than attempting to translate
it in some other way.

50 At 2:35n (Rahlf's numbering), the Synodal renders just as at 2:8: HO OH ssaaen xancrpevy MHe y 
!llopnaHa (MT 2:8: iJTcl ·111t7i?'? ,T1t1;r1. The Synodal's non-literal rendering of ,7: (Kcxra~aivc.:i) is characteristic of
its translational style at least in 3 Kingdoms, where each of the seven instances of ,7: (Qal) is rendered contextually.
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However, such attempts to harmonize could also lead those working on the Slavonic additions
astray. For example, at I Kings 2:35f, the LXX (Rahlfs, Brenton) begins and ends with virtually the same
phrase: 'and he built the citadel ... then he built the citadel'. The Slavonic matches the LXX exactly, but the
Synodal differs from the Slavonic (and the LXX) at the end of the sequence, firstly by using a different
noun and secondly by adding an adverbial clause absent from LXX: 'and he built the citadel ... then
Solomon built a wall around the city'. The ending here might reflect an attempt by the Synodal revisers to
harmonize with the ending of 3: 1, a broadly parallel verse concerned with Solomon's building activities in
connection with his marriage to Pharaoh's daughter, which also concludes with the words 'a wall around
Jerusalem'.51

Omission of brackets 
Occasionally a Septuaginta! and Slavonic plus has apparently been incorporated by the Synodal, without
brackets. In such cases, of course, without further evidence about the translation process we cannot be sure
whether the Slavonic reviser overlooked the brackets, or whether they were omitted in the printing process,
or whether the plus had already been incorporated, mistakenly we might say, by the primary translator
(Pavskii or Makarii) or during the checking of the primary translation. An example of the third category
probably occurs at I Kgs 3: 15, where for the last clause the Synodal has 'and he made a great feast for all
his servants'. Although the 'great' here appears to represents a Slavonic and Septuaginta! plus over MT, a
second plus ' ... for himself and for all his servants' is absent. 52 In this case, it seems unlikely that the
Synodal' s rendering represents, on the one hand, a double oversight - i.e. omission of brackets around the
first plus and omission of the second plus altogether - or, on the other hand, a standard rendering of
:i~o.53 Rather, it might be that the primary translator or the reviewer was (mistakenly) influenced by the
Clementina (or, more likely, a translation of that), which reflects the first plus only, just as in the Synodal:
et fecit ... grande conviviurn universis famulis suis." If so, the Slavonic reviser, comparing simply the
Slavonic text with the new Russian translation in front of him cannot be blamed too harshly for the
omission of brackets in a plus that did not appear at first glance to be one. Having said that, it is clear that
the Slavonic reviser also overlooked the following 'for himself and' (m;-łi H = LXX eauT~ Kai), which
should have been incorporated.

Pluses not incorporated 
On other occasions, verses have not been changed at all, even though there are pluses in the Slavonic (and
LXX). A clear example is at I Kings 22:38, where the Synodal follows MT closely and the Slavonic reviser
has not added two potential pluses from Slavonic/LXX: 'pigs and dogs' for 'dogs' on their own in the
Synodal (and MT) and 'washing themselves in his blood' for 'they washed' (transitive) in the Synodal (and

Note that the Synodal's identical renderings mean that it does not preserve the slight difference in verb
complementation in the Slavonic (and Greek) version of the two texts - Slavonic 2:8: H TÓH CHHA£ HJ; 2:35n: &'b
cr-lł'l'EHiE ,Hit HJ ior AdH'b; LXX (Rahlfs): 2:8: KOTEl31] El5 lllTOVTI)V µov; 2:35n: KOTEl3atVEV ,i, lllTOVTIJV µ01. The
distinction between aonst and imperfect is not maintained in the Slavonic, (although according to the aparatus of Rahlfs
many mss. have the aorist at 2:35n as well as at 2:8).

51 LXX (Rah]fs) 2:35f: rn, c;,.ooóµl]OEV TTJV a•pav ... TÓTI c;,.ooóµl]o,v TTJV a•pav (Rahlfs indicates no
variants)= Slavonic: H co,A• KfJErf<1AiE ... 'l'OrA• co,A• KfJErf<IAiE; Synodal:" nocrpoan 3aMOK ... Tor.na 
ncc-rpoxn ConoMOH c reay aorcpyr- r-opozra; MT 3:1: Y:)9 ~1,; ri,irTT',l_( ... nu:;i', = Synodal: noxo.ne He 
noc-rponn ... cTeHbl aoxpvr- l1epycan>1Ma. In any case, other parallel passages to 2:35f (9:24 and 11 :27) do not
contain any obvious equivalent to the Synodal's wording at the end. Note that at 2:35f, the Synodal chooses to use
3aMoK rather than the transcription M;urno found at 9:24 and 11:27.

52 MT: 1·m-';,;>7 :ir-?O b;,•1 (the sequence is missing in the 2 Chron. 2: 13 parallel); LXX (Rahlfs):
Kal Erroirioev rrÓTOV µEyav EauT~ Kol rrO:mv roic rrmoiv cxUToU; Slavonic: tł corrsorH nHrn s£11itt CE6-łi 11 sc-iMn
OrrrotlU.tt"h csoHMb; Synodal: J.1 cne.na.n ÓOJlbWOti nvrp ,UJHI scex CJIYI' CBOMX. 

53 Contrast I Sam. 25:36 and 2 Sam. 3:20, where on three occasions :,~Ilio is rendered in the Synodal by rnrp
alone.

54 Contrast Nova Vu/gala, which correctly omits the grande. 
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MT).55 Another example of the Synodal's omission of a plus found in LXX and Slavonic can be seen at
2:28.56

Elsewhere, there has been only a partial incorporation of the Slavonic's pluses, even in the
absence ofparallel passages. I Kings 14:26 is one of several places in which the Synodal includes only one
of two or more Slavonic pluses. 57 It is difficult to ascribe such omissions to anything other than the
incompetence, albeit momentary, of the reviser. 58 Other examples can be seen at 2:29;59 12: I ;60 and 16:33.61

55 MT: .,~, "'Wł! ' -,:;n:., ~r.7 ntt:11 iOT•-\t ci-::i'??c ip';:1; LX.X: oi u,s K01 ol ruv,s ; Slavonic: CKHHiH II nett;
Synodal: rrcsr; LX.X: EAOUOOVTO iv Tc,', o'iµon; Slavonic: 113,HIJWdU K"b ~rÓKH Erw; Synodal: OMbIBam,. Note that
the Synodal's omission of the pluses here is consistent with its omission of similar LX.X pluses at 21: 19. With regard to
the MT of 22:38, Keil says all that is necessary: "When they washed the chariot at the pool of Samaria, the dogs licked
his blood, while the harlots were bathing (in the pool). ~r.7 ntt:11 is a circumstantial clause, and ro7 means to bathe, as
in Ex. 2:5. This explanation, which is sustained by the grammar and is the only tenable one, disposes of the several
arbitrary interpretations of these words". TgJon, Peshitta, and KJV interpret ntt:11 as nt:;;:11 'and the armour, weapons'
(see Gray, I & II Kings, 448,455), as the object of_,r.7_ Peshitta reverses the order of the 'dogs' and the 'prostitutes' I 
'weapons'.

56 MT: ::it;ti•--,;, = Synodal: no 11oasa; LXX (Rahlfs): sws lwo(l rnii vioii :1:opov,os = Slavonic: AO iwdKd 
CIJHd CdflSHHd.

57 The Synodal has a bracketed sequence between "' coxpoamna nosea uapcxor-o (MT: n·:: n1-,:,:1K-r{-7
779;:i) and Bee B3Rn (MT: n?,'? ?:l;:lT-\(1): [,i 30J10Tbie llU1TbI, xo-ropsre B3RJ1 ,!\3B>!,U OT paoos
Anpaaaapa , uapa Cyacxor-o , "' BHee B vlepyean>1M]. This matches (with one exception presented in the
next note) the Slavonic text: 11 CO~fWKHtµd AÓMg l\dfEKd, 11 ~wni.t. 3AdTd.t., ~;i;{ K3.t. AdKIA"b 11-j rg~H
OTfO~WK"b dAfddłdfd l\df.t. clSKcurw II KHHE 1 KO i EfAHM"b: Kc.i- ci.i- K3.+.. The Slavonic in tum follows the
Greek ofAlexandrinus (and Rahlfs) exactly, Koi Tovs flTioovpovs 0°1Kov Toii (lomAews Koi Tix óópoTO Ta xpvocx a eAo(l
,v llov1ó EK x,1p05 Twv rroiów Aópoo~op (lomAiws fov(lo KOI ,icriiveyKEV ovTix ,is l,pouooAT]µ Ta rrńvro e11o(l,v, even
down to the omission of KOI at the beginning of the last clause, which Synodal has followed instead of entirely
reverting to MT (',:,;:iT-\(1) at this point. However, at the end of the verse Slavonic has an additional plus, ~:i:E COTKOfH
coAOMWH"b, 11 KHHE 1 KO EIYnET"b (cf. MT: ~i:l'?o ~;, ""lQ!! for which Alexandrinus lacks an equivalent), which
follows a correction found in Vaticanus (KOI <XTITJVEyKEV ovTix ,,s A,yurrrnv, the same sequence found at Dan I :2, but
with ,is Bo(lv11wvo). But this plus is not registered in the Synodal.

58 Moreover, in this verse there is also a mistake in the representation of the plus that is included. Synodal's
30J10Tbie llU1TbI for LX.X's Ta óópoTo Ta xpuoo and the Slavonic's ~wni.t. 3AdTd.t. most probably results from
confusion with x see ao.norue llU1TbI, xo-ropsre cne.na.n Co110MoH (in the Synodal's translation of MT) on
the part of one of the Slavonic editors of the Synodal, although it is just possible that the revisers have harmonized in
line with 2 Sam. 8:7 (noted by Lopukhin, Tolkovaya Bibliya, 1.436): cw::i;1 "11;>T,cl ·,;i;, '?K r;:i -,~ :l;:l!;:l ·c';>si ni! ,1;1 ni?'J
C?Q1"1'. (Synodal: v1 B3RJ1 ,!\as;i,u 30110Tbie 11U1Tbl ... ; here LXX has Tovs x111ówvos Tovs xpuooiis and Slavonic,
correspondingly, rJHKHbl 3AdTbl.t.). Curiously in the parallel text at 2 Chron. 12:9 (where there are no LXX pluses and
MT differs from Kings only in omitting a -1 and a -':>ł: :i.:iv1 ·,;i;i-,-\( ~1 np,'? ',:,;:i-r-K), the Synodal has a slightly
different wording: ace B3.RJ1 OH, B3.RJJ 1,1 I.J..U,1Tbl 30J10Tble. 

59 At the beginning of the verse, where MT has ~ó'?o 770'? ,;:1, LX.X (Rahlfs) has
Koi <XTTTJYY£ATJ Tc,', IoAwµwv AeyovTEs; a little further, instead ofry:i1,;i;:i ?'il(, LXX has KOTEX" Twv KEpaTwv Toii 8vmoo
rnpiou, There then follows a third, lengthy, plus, Koi arrŚOTetAev Io11wµwv rrp05 lwo(l 11iywv Tt yeyovev 001 on
rriq,euyos ,,s TO 8vmooTT)ptov KOt ,1mv lwo(l oTt iq,o(lńflTiv arro rrpoocrnou oou KOI eq,uyov rrp05 xuprov, At the end of
the verse, LXX has a third instruction to Benaiah: KOI 8alj,ov ovTÓv. The only difference in the Slavonic is the addition
ofu,drb before coAOMWH"b in the third plus. However, of these four pluses, the only one incorporated in the Synodal is
the one at the end: ["' noxopoH>1 ero] .

60 Here the Synodal does not include LX.X's additional 800111,us (also in the Slavonic) even though exactly
the same plus is correctly incorporated two verses later (12:3).
, .- 61 ln _this ;ase the S(avonic te~t, li _nfHAo_:i:H dxddK"b TKOfHTH nrorHi&dHi.t., f:i:E fdłr_H'hdTH rJd

6rd IHAEKd H AgWg CKOto norg6HTH, 1s denved from an LXX trad1t10n used by (mter altos) Brenton:
KOI rrpooe8T]KEV Axool3 TOV TTOITJOOI rropopyioµoTO TOV rropopyioat TOV rup,ov TOV 8,ov TOV lopOT]A KOI TTJV lj/u)(TlV ov
TOU Toii iĘ011e8peu8rivo1. Rahlfs has a slightly different Greek text, which lacks Tov Kup1ov Tov 8,ov Toii lopoT]A Koi; MT
reads: '?tr)ią' •;:t,,~ ---,,!( o•J1;,;:t,, niivl/'? :it;tni:t ']Qi'). The Synodal has Axas .ne11a11 To, «To pa3,upa"'aeT
roeno.na Eora vl3pa;inesa, ["' noryó,in ,uywy eso10] , which omits the less significant plus represented
by rropopyioµoTO / nrorHiKdHi.t. (cf. BHS). 
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Incorporated pluses unattested in Rahlfs 
Some bracketed additions in the Synodal do indeed represent pluses (with respect to MT) in the Slavonic, 
but are not evidenced in the LXX or Vulgata (at least according to the apparati ofRahlfs and Weber). This 
is reasonably strong evidence that the Synodal revisers did not actually refer to the LXX before 
incorporating pluses; rather, it was simply assumed that any differences between the Slavonic and 
Synodal/MT automatically represented Greek or Latin readings.62 An example of such a phenomenon is 
found at I Kings 8:59, where the Synodal includes a bracketed 'today' on the basis of the Slavonic, 
although there is no evidence cited by Rahlfs or Weber for such a reading. 63 

It is, in any case, clear that the Slavonic translates the LXX in a form that often differs from the 
one found in Rahlfs, with a tendency towards a more MT-type of text as represented by Origen and/or 
Lucian. Probably we may assume that the edition of the LXX used by the revisers of the so-called 
Elizabethan Bible (1751) was not more recent than the one made available to the translators of the Synodal 
version, namely the Leipzig edition of 1697.64 

For example, at the beginning of I Kings 14:16 (no parallel in 2 Chronicles), the Clementina, like 
the Slavonic, give an explicit subject to MT's ?1(7tZl'.-nl( wr1: et tradet Dominus Israel. The addition is 
marked by brackets in the Synodal. As the verses corresponding to MT's 14:1-20 are absent in LXX, the 
Slavonic's text for these verses appears to derive from Origen's translation of the Hebrew, provided by 
Rahlfs, and incorporated in Alexandrinus, and Origen's text includes at v. 16, an additional Kup105.65 

Other examples are to be found at the end of 12:30,66 at the very beginning of 22:48 (MT: 
22:49),67 and towards the end ofv. 51 (MT 22:52).68 12:3 is a particularly complicated case.69 

62 See the quotation from Chistovich in n. 6, above; see also Alexeev, 'Masoretic Text', 21-22, for the 
influence of the Clementina on the Ostrog Bible (the first printed edition) of 1581 (which was based on the 1499 
Novgorod manuscript Bible compiled under the supervision of Archbishop Genady; see http://ksana 
k.narod.ru/Book/alekseev/02/87 .htm [23 November 20 I Ol). 

63 MT: - ·';,/'? ·r.zor,, ,Iii~ :i';>~ ·7:;n; Synodal: en o Ba o!l1, KoTopb!Ml1 " Monl1JlcR [ H61He l n pen 
Poc nonose; Slavonic: CAOBH• ci:+., H,H~;,a ,HQAHXU. nr£,i rl£,ff'I, 6f'O,H'I, HdWH,H'I, AHECb; LXX (Rahlfs): 
01 AÓyo, o\JT01 ous ó,óeriµm ,vwmov .vpiou 8rnu hµwv. The incorporation of the Slavonic plus in this verse might be 
connected with its omission at v. 56 (see above). The plus is not reflected in TgJon or Peshitta. Another example is the 
Synodal's additional [11 ne>i] (following H nfil of Slavonic) at the end of 19:5 and 19:7 (where the extra word is also 
reflected in Peshitta). Here, however, the Slavonic might simply represent an exegetical harmonization to vv. 6 and 8. 
Another possible case of harmonization may be seen halfway through v. 5, where the Slavonic's :irrA'b rJrnb could 
have resulted from harmonization with v. 7 (MT - 7tt70). Rahlfs, which, like the Leipzig edition (see below), reads TIS 
at v. 5, gives no support for ayy,Aos .vpiou at v. 5. However, the fact that MT has - 7lt'?r,i in both verses (Vulgata: 
angel us domini) suggests that here the Slavonic reflects a Hebraizing recension of LXX. 

64 See Chistovich, /storiya, 337. Although Chistovich's statement seems to refer to the members of the 
Synod's Bible translation committee, and, hence, to the Synodal Bible as a whole, it appears directly after some 
detailed references to LXX / MT differences in Psalms, and so it might be that this edition was in practice used only in 
revising the Psalter and in revising, or drafting translations of, the deutero-canonical books. In any case, the Leipzig 
edition does not include additional readings found in the Slavonic at 8:59 or 19:5, 7. Through the good offices of Marja 
Kartano of the Institute for Bible Translation (IBT), Helsinki, I was able to consult this volume, He palaia diatheke 
kata tous hebdomekonta (Biblia graece utriusque Testamenti) (Lipsiae, 1697), at the National Library in Helsinki. 

65 In the Synodal, the plus appears as follows: 11 npezrac r [ I'o cno.ns l ,13pa11n,i. Origen's asterisked 
text (in the apparatus to Rahlfs) is Kal rrapoówo,, KUp105 TOV loponA, perhaps copied from an identical sequence at I 
Sam. 28: 19 (MT: ?lt7is,•-•~ Ci, ·· ]l'n). Note that TgJon also includes the tetragrammaton (although this does not 
necessarily reflect its overt presence in TgJon's base text), but this is not found in Peshitta. Curiously, the Clementina's 
plus is also found in Nova Vulgata. 

66 The Synodal includes the bracketed plus 'and they left the house of the Lord': [11 ocTaBl1J111 xpass 
rocnonettb J = LXX: <01 ,foaov Tov ol<ov xopiou, This plus, not found in the main edition of Rahlfs, is noted in 
Rahlfs aparatus as being represented by many manuscripts, and is also found in the Leipzig edition and in that of 
Brenton (based on Vaticanus). However, although there is no Vulgata or Peshitta evidence for it and no parallel in 2 
Chron. IO, Rahlfs indicates that a different additional sequence is found in Lucian, 
•01 npo rrpocccrrou TT\5 &Mns ,is Bm8nA, and this forms the basis of a proposed insertion into MT by BHS (and by 
Gray, I & Il Kings, 313). The two Greek pluses might in fact be simply variants of one another, with oixov .vpiou 
ultimately deriving, like the Lucianie Bm8nA, from Hebrew '?in,·;;. 
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Slavonic brackets reproduced in the Synodal 
The mechanical nature of much of the Slavonic reviser's work is indicated by the occasional reproduction
in the Synodal of bracketed sequences that are found, bracketed, in the Slavonic itself. An example is found
at I Kings 8:56. Moreover, in this verse, the reviser has overlooked an actual Slavonic (and Septuagintal)
plus ('today'). 70

Somewhat similar remarks apply to 18:24. First the Synodal gives no indication that in the
sequence 'the name of the Lord my God' 'my God' represents an addition to MT.71 On the other hand, the
Synodal does use brackets around another sequence at the end of the verse, 'may it be so'. However, this
bracketed sequence does not correspond with the addition in UO(: 'good is the word that you spoke'; as
against 'good is the word' in MT.72 The Synodal's text here clearly derives from the Slavonic, which in
tum is based on the LXX but with some additions and changes. Instead of 'good is the word that you
spoke' of LXX, the Slavonic has 'good is the word (of Elijah), which he spoke. (May it be so).' Unless the
bracketed 'ofElijah' and 'May it be so' are derived from some Greek or Latin source not listed in Rahlfs or
Weber, they would appear to be explanatory, exegetical, or homiletic expansions, the second of which has
mistakenly been incorporated into the Synodal as though it were a Septuagintal plus. The final result is that
at the end of the verse the Synodal corresponds to neither the MT nor the LXX (nor to MT plus LXX) nor
to the Slavonic, but represents rather a curious hybrid form.

I Kings 18:26, then, is indicative of the patchy nature of the work of the Slavonic revisers of the
Synodal. In one case, a Slavonic plus that matches a Septuagintal one is incorporated but not marked by
brackets and in another, a Slavonic bracketed sequence is incorporated as though it corresponded to a
Septuagintal plus.73

67 Verses 47-50 are lacking in Rahlfs (and the Leipzig edition). In v. 48 (49), the Synodal's '[King]
Jehoshaphat' is taken from the Slavonic, which in turn appears to follow the Hexaplar addition, as provided by Rahlfs'
apparatus. MT: 1:1;19i;i;; Synodal: [Ilaps ] 11oca4)aT; Slavonic: LJ,.irb :i:£ iwcdcp.l'r,,; Clementina (and Nova
Vulgata): rex vero Iosaphat. Neither TgJon nor Peshitta includes this plus.

68 Here, the Leipzig edition and Brenton have an additional 'in Samaria', not present in Rahlfs or noted by
him or Weber: iv lopoąA iv foµopEt\l óuo 'TTl• Slavonic: Hd,i łHAE,11'1, K'I, (d,HdrlH Ai'r4 AK•; Synodal: 11
uapc'r aoa an Han l13pa11neM [ B CaMap1111] naa r-ona. The addition is not anested in Peshitta or TgJon.

69 MT: ,bli', Cl.\':lOT'?~ 1"1:;!Tl '?Ml~'. '?c1p-'?:;,1 c.;,~7: K::i;l i'?-1M7i?'.J 1n?;;i'J. For this, LXX (Rahlfs and Leipzig) has
a much shorter text: <01 iAaAąo,v o Ao<>s rrp05 rov t\ootAia PotJoaµ AiyovTE5, which effectively corresponds to an
expanded version of the final clause of MT (,bli', c;,:;io,-',M n~1;1). The Slavonic precedes this with another text that
very closely matches the first part of MT: ?~'. '?;:tp-',:;,1 q,:;i7: K:l;J ;',,x-·\?'1 v?;;i'J . The Synodal's version of v. 3, 11
nocnanw 3a HHM w npH3Banw ero. Tor~a ~epoaoaM w ace coOpaHHe M3pawnbT~H npwlllJlw 
11 r-oaopxna [ uapio] Poaoaeay 11 cxaaa.na, is a fairly literal rendering of MT along with the addition of the
Slavonic's u,.irb (LXX: BootAeus). But in this way the Synodal gives the impression that UO( simply provides a
slightly fuller text than MT, not that it actually follows a different text (or, in this case, more precisely a different
ordering of the text, in respect of 11 :43 and 12:2).

70 The Synodal's enar-ocncae« rocno,ub [Bor] , KoTopsrn nan no1<011 reflects the Slavonic's
6ArK£H'I, r.4b (&r,,) AH£C", H:I(( A4AE no<ÓH (MT: ;,;;t\:t;! ;;::; "11\i!< "'j1"1~; UO(: EUAOYT]TO, KUp105 0Tjµ£pov OS EÓulK£V
KOTarravotv). Rahlfs and Weber note no variants here and there is no parallel text in 2 Chron. 7. The bracketed addition
might, therefore, have functioned as a liturgical expansion in the Slavonic, with no basis in the Slavonic's Vorlagen. 
However, an additional 'God' does appear in Peshitta (r<crur< ~'Di om "','i:::t), which in tum might have
depended on a Greek or Latin source of which the Slavonic translators and revisers were also aware.

71 ~ff: ·-c¢:;i~ K7i?l$ ')!$); LXX (Rahlfs): KOI iyw imrnAiooµa, iv ovÓµOTI eupiou TOU e,ou µov = Slavonic: H 
;;,,, nrH,oKlS ""'"' r,łd &rd ,IIO(rW (also in Pesbitta and in some traditions ofVulgata) = Synodal: a R npl130BY
~MR rocnona Bora MOero. 

72 MT: ,;r,;:, :iic; LXX (Leipzig, Rahlfs): rnAov To p~µo o iAaAąoas (Rahlfs indicates no variants; although
the LXX might be reflected in the Syriac ~ 'Dir< ~. Weber gives no indication that it is found in the Latin,
despite the note in BHS); Synodal: xopowo, [nycTb 6yneT Ta1<]; AÓ&f,, rAdrÓA,, (11AiHH,,), frÓ:i:£ rA4rÓAd
(Ad &ISA('J''I, 'rd<W).

73 Additionally, another Slavonic bracketed plus (11AiHH"1,) is not incorporated (although this, of course, is not
an error, only an inconsistency).
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Other mistaken use o/brackets 
Because they were comparing like with unlike, that is to say, a translation of the Hebrew Bible with another
from the Greek, the Slavonic revisers sometimes made other mistakes in their use of brackets. In at least
one case, this has led to Russian-speaking Protestants being provided with a text from which not only
genuine Slavonic pluses had been removed, but also an incorrectly bracketed section of MT. 74

Conclusions 
From our study of the Synodal's bracketed sequences in 3 Kingdoms, the following conclusions may be
drawn (always bearing in mind that they might not be equally valid for other books of the Synodal).

1. The bracketed sequences in the Synodal represent pluses over MT from the Slavonic. Only to
the extent that the Slavonic is itself a translation of LXX may the Synodal' s bracketed sequences be said to
represent LXX.

2. To the extent that the Slavonic does represent LXX, it often does so according to traditions that
tended toward convergence with MT.

3. In general, only pluses are incorporated. Slavonic minuses (with regard to MT) are not noted.
Variant readings of individual words in the Slavonic (e,g. Jacob for Isaac) do not replace those in the
translation of MT, and there seems to be no clear policy behind the footnoting ofjust two such variants but
not of others. 75

4. Just as there is no (or very little) evidence that the Synodal 's Bible translation committee used
the LXX or that they adopted Slavonic readings beyond simple pluses, so also there is no evidence that they
employed the LXX (either directly or via the Slavonic) for their interpretation of the MT. The limited
evidence generally goes against such a hypothesis. Even when a strikingly different LXX/Slavonic
interpretation stared the committee in the face it was not adopted in place of the rendering found in the
primary translation from MT.

An example already mentioned is 'sons of the east' and 'ancient sons' at 2:35b,76 and another
example may be seen at 18:24. Here, at the beginning of the verse the Synodal interprets MT's □::r0',~ □IZi as

74 In the case in point, the Synodal places a sequence in brackets, apparently simply because of a difference in
verse division between MT and Slavonic (and the LXX tradition that underlies it here, which differs from Rahlfs but is
close to the text of Brenton), even though it is present in the Hebrew text. At I Kings 3:1, the Synodal's ~racketed
Korna yTeepm<nOCb uapc r ao e pyxax Conosaona clearly corresponds to the Slavonic's Er,1<1 :t:£

U,dpC'rso vTKEp,tHC"- Ko p~u,-łi COAOMWHd in the same verse and also to cb',;;i-,::i cli:>/ ~?QQc1, which occurs at the
end of the preceding verse, 2:46b, in MT. Consequently, what is the first clause of 3:1 according to the Slavonic (and
the last clause of 2:46 according to MT) has been mistakenly marked as a 'plus' in the Synodal and, unfortunately,
removed from the 'Protestant' edition of the Synodal Bible!

75 According to Chistovich, Istoriya, 337, there was such a policy: "Accepting the one text and the other as of
equal value but at the same time encountering different and hard to reconcile readings the publishers indicate these
differences only in those passages that have special significance in ecclesiastical usage." However, the examples used
by Chistovich in illustration are all from the Psalter. Moreover, in connection with the translations from Khristianskoe 
Chtenie reviewed by the Synod's Bible translation committee, Chistovich, Istoriya, 332, states: " in general it is
impossible not to regret that [the translators] did not explain [what] their system really consisted of for the selection
of passages from the Greek Bible for inclusion in their translation, made from the Hebrew."

76 The same conclusion is also supported by examination of difficult passages where LXX (and Slavonic)
yield an easier sense, but where the Synodal translator has, nonetheless, stayed with MT and tried to make sense of it.
An example is 1 Kings 7: 15b, where the Hebrew text is literally: 'eighteen cubits is the height of the first column and a
cord of twelve cubits encircles the second pillar' (•Jiii;:r ,~::i-•-!! :io: ;i~ ;-r,1\1~ cJbi;i c:nn1 ;i~ .1'1~¥7:i'DIP ,i;rit;;t ,'ll.,;;t ri;i,;,).
Here, the Synodal has • ... each consisting of eighteen cubits in height, and a cord consisting of twelve cubits embraced
the circumference of the one and of the other column' (Ka"'nwi e eoceMHanuaTb nOKTet:i B6Jlill1HOIO, 11 
CHypOK B ,llBeHa,llUaTb JlOKTet:i O6H11MaJI Orpy:ll'lł OCTI,, Toro 11 npyr-o r-o CTOn6a). This interpret
ation, which appears to imply a double ellipsis in the Hebrew (so that the first column stands for the second column as
well and vice-versa), probably derives from the Clementina (decem et octo cubitorum altitudinis co/umnam unam et
linea duodecim cubitorum ambiebat co/umnam utramque) and / or KN ("of eighteen cubits high apiece: and a line of
twelve cubits did compass either of them about"); cf. Keil: "The statement of the height of the one pillar and that of the
circumference of the other is to be understood as an abbreviated expression, signifying that the height and thickness
mentioned applied to the one as well as to the other". It is striking that here the Synodal did not follow the somewhat
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'the name of your god' and not, with the Slavonic and Greek, 'the name(s) of your gods'.77 If Pavskii was,
in effect, the primary translator ofMT, we know that he was criticized precisely for not adopting the LXX
interpretations that had entered Church tradition. 78 The same criticism was also levelled against Pavskii 's
early reviser, Makarii.79

Although this conclusion doubtless needs some refining,80 it stands in marked contrast to other
statements that might most generously be characterized as 'romantic'. 81

5. With regard to the insertion of Slavonic pluses, there are omissions and inconsistencies with
regard both to the contents of the pluses and to the use ofbrackets.

6. Frequently, consistency with parallel passages in the primary translation from MT is favoured
over precise translation ofa Slavonic plus.

7. In part because the revisers did not take account of variant readings or minuses in the Slavonic,
mixed texts have frequently been created, which accurately represent neither MT nor LXX/Slavonic.
Again, it is difficult to evaluate this phenomenon positively, as some have recently done, 82 and a more
realistic view was already presented at the end of the nineteenth century by Ilarion Chistovich, in his
history of Russian Bible translation: "In view of these infelicities, one cannot but wish for separate
translations of the Bible from the Hebrew and Greek texts." As Chistovich goes on to say, "Separate

easier text ofLXX (contrast REB, NRSV, NJPS), which seems to have read a Var/age closer to that found at Jer. 52:21,
;i~ ;i-i_ią~l:l'l'lią ~m1 :n:ii nill;i;>l5 ll:;1715 i':;il') 1J:~t;J'., with a p1 (instead of -n~) introducing the final ',11/0 110.iy:
OKTWKOIOSKO TTTJXEl5 u-i,o, TO\J OTUAOU KOI rrspiuarpov TEOOope, KOI ÓEKO rrfixe15 EKUKAOU OUTÓV KOI TO rraxos TO\J
OT\JAOU reooćpcov ÓOKTVAWV Ta KOIAWµOTO KOI O\JTW5 o OT\JAO, o óeunpo,. (The parallel at 2 Chron. 3: 15 is of limited
relevance.)

77 Synodal: '™" oor-a aaure r-o (not *1<M,./m1eHa oor-ca aaurax); Slavonic HMEHd soruJK'h
KdWHX'h; LXX: ev ovóuc n 9ewv uµwv; Clementina: nomina deorum vestrorum (contrast Nova Vulgata: nomen dei
vestri). The Synodal also diverges from KJV here: "the name of your gods".

78 See Batalden, 'Gerasim Pavskii's Clandestine Old Testament', passim; note also Chistovich, Istoriya, 326:
"This was a translation exclusively from the Hebrew text."; 329: "The translation of G.P. Pavskii is made from the
Hebrew language, without any tendency to use the Greek text, by the merits of which in general he was not attracted";
338: "all the translations of the Bible examined by us (with the exception of the translation by G.P. Pavskii) are made
from the Hebrew under the guidance of the Greek Bible."

79 See Chistovich, Istoriya, 331, quoting Archbishop Filaret of Chemigov, from 1869: "His translation is
faithful to the Hebrew text, and the language of the translation is pure and appropriate to the subject. The only regret
that remains is that the translator has made little supporting use of the LXX translation."

80 However, some refining of this statement is required. At 18:37 the Synodal's 'hear me O Lord, hear me!'
for MT's 'answer me, O Lord, answer me' appears to have been influenced by the identical Slavonic plus incorporated
in the preceding verse - MT: 'lll' " ·,;_p; LXX (Rahlfs): erraKouoóv µou KUp1e errÓKouoóv µou = Slavonic: nocAiWdH
MEHE, PAH, nocAiwdH = Synodal: ·Ycn~b MeH", T'c cnomi , ycrnaus MeH" ! At 21:16 (LXX 20:16), the verb
in the Slavonic's 'that Naboth the Jezreelite had been killed' appears to represent a homiletic expansion ofLXX's 'that
Naboth the Jezreelite had died', which has, curiously, been taken into the Synodal, along with the Slavonic /
Septuaginta! plus 'the Jezreelite' - MT: ni:ll nq •:,; LXX (Rahlfs): on n9vTJKEV Noj3ou9ai o le~po1JA1TTJ; Slavonic: iiKw
oysi£H'h 6bl[Tb HdK~9i11 ie,rdHAIT&HHH'h; Synodal: 'ilTO HaBy<j)ei'i [Y!3peeJil<T,.Hl<H l Ob!JI YD'1T. I have
round no antecedent for the Slavonic interpretation in Rahlfs, Weber, BHS, Peshitta, or TgJon. In both the above cases,
however, an analysis of the Synodal's regular treatment of the relevant Hebrew verbs is required before conclusions
may be drawn. A clear example of the translator's use of a Slavonic / LXX variant reading is constituted by the
presence in the Synodal at I Kings 2:28 of the LXX's Solomon, although in this case its selection might be due more to
the strong scholarly exegetical tradition that favours the Septuaginta! reading here.

81 See, for example, Desnitsky, 'The Septuagint', 246: "During th[e] process of revision, [the translators']
drafts were checked against LXX and the Slavonic version [my italics). Not only were the parts missing from MT
incorporated into the translation, but many exegetical decisions were made to follow LXX as well."; ibid., 247: "To
eliminate all the exegetical choices influenced by LXX one would have to rewrite the whole translation verse by verse,
carefully comparing it to the Hebrew text".

82 Cf. Alexeev, 'Masoretic Text', 29: "The combination of MT and Slavonic text in ... the Synodal version
turned out to be an interesting and unusual experiment"; Desnitsky, 'The Septuagint', 250: "This translation itself
became a symbol of survival for Christians of all the denominations, and its every feature now was precious in their
eyes, including the textual eclecticism."
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translations from Hebrew and Greek, satisfying scholarly needs and interests, would at the same time be the 
best preparation for subsequent corrections of the Russsian Bible issued by the Holy Synod. "83 

83 Chistovich, lstoriya, 340 {both citations). Note that Chistovich, 331, reports that Makarii "not undervaluing 
the Greek Bible, set himself the goal of translating the Holy Scriptures from the Hebrew text, considering it as 
indispensable or at least useful for another translation of the Bible into the Russian language to be made exclusively 
from the Greek text of the LXX." 
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